The new generation of nasal aspirators
Reaserch & Development
The revolutionary Nosiboo Pro Nasal
Aspirator is a one of a kind product on
the market and not only because of its
unique, child-friendly design:
The crucial element of the Nosiboo
products, the patented Colibri Head is
what distinguishes our product line from
all existing nasal aspirators.
This innovative gadget doesn’t only take
the role of a suctioning tool, but it also
functions as a container. Due to the Colibri
head's exclusive patented design, the
liquid cannot exit from the inside of the
head, safely preventing the nasal mucus
from getting into the device’s connecting
tube. This means that there is absolutely no
need for replaceable filters during the
daily usage of the Nosiboo products.

This results in not only time saving for every
busy mommy out there - as the Colibri
head is the only part of the device that
needs to be cleaned after a nose cleaning
session -, but it also provides a more
hygienic solution than any other currently
available option on the market. It can be
taken apart in seconds and simply washed
under running lukewarm water. No need
for cleaning the tube, or any other parts of
the device.
The colored nose tip is made of BPA-free
non-allergic materials which went through
strict biocompatibility testing performed by a
third party accredited laboratory. In
consequence it secures a non-irritating daily
operation. Based on all this it is safe to say
that the Colibri head provides a convenient
and effective way to remove the secretion
out of the nasal cavities and serve as a core
instrument.

Not like any other vacuum-based products,
Nosiboo Pro works with air flow that is
provided by an integrated electric turbine.
Thanks to this innovative technical solution,
the suction power can be easily adjusted to
correspond with clinical tests and universal
recommendations.

And last but not least, every mom knows
how hard it is to get the job done when it
comes to aspirating their little ones’ noses.
It is indisputable that every baby struggles
when we try to clean their noses, which
means that a nose cleaning session can
be a disaster for not just the child, but the
parents as well. This is the point when
Nosiboo comes to the rescue. The awardwinning Nosiboo Pro's lovely design is a
great way of distracting the attention of
the little patients.

And last but not least, every mommy
knows how hard it is to get the job done
when it comes to aspirating their little
ones’ noses. This is the point when
Nosiboo comes to the rescue.
The Nosiboo Pro's award-winning design
is for sure to capture children’s attention,
making
nasal
aspiration
more
convenient and easy for parents.
In our products, design meets quality and
technology. In the development process,
specialists help us to define the highest
safe suction power, the optimal
ergonomics and the applied raw
materials.
Our
talented
team is
continuously seeking opportunities and
coming up with ideas to meet the needs
of the 21st century’s modern parents.
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